The purpose of this work is to investigate the stability property of some models which are currently used in image processing. Following L. Rudin, S.J. Osher and E. Fatemi, we decompose an image f ∈ L 2 (R 2 ) as a sum u + v where u belongs to BV(R 2 ) and v belongs to L 2 (R 2 ). The Banach space BV is aimed at modeling the objects contained in the given image. the optimal decomposition minimizes the energy J (u) = u BV + λ f − u 2 2 . We denote Φ(f ) =ū this optimal solution. After recalling some properties of that optimal decomposition, we prove the stability of the mapping Φ. Moreover, we generalize the stability result to other models where the Banach space BV is replaced by other functional Banach spaces E.
Introduction
In [13] , L. Rudin, S.J. Osher, and E. Fatemi proposed an algorithm for removing noise from images. Given an observed intensity function f , they reconstruct the clean image u assuming f = u + η where η is an additive noise such that E(η) = 0 and E(η 2 ) = σ 2 is known. They solve the following constrained minimization problem:
The set Ω is a domain of R n , the term Ω |∇u| denotes the total variation of u where u is of bounded variation: u ∈ BV(Ω). In [4] , A. Chambolle and P.L. Lions proved the link between problem (1) and the following unconstrained minimization problem:
They proved that problem (1) is equivalent to problem (2) for a unique and non-negative parameter λ. Problem (2) is called the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi algorithm (ROF).
Recently, Y. Meyer [12] interpreted the ROF algorithm as a texture separation algorithm. More precisely, an image f is a sum u + v between a sketch u and a term v which takes care of the textured components and some additive noise. The objects which are contained in f belong to the sketch, i.e., u is a geometric-type image. These objects are assumed to be delimited by contours with finite lengths. It is then natural to assume that u is a function of bounded variation.
This paper begins with a review of well-known properties of BV in Section 1. We define properly the space of functions of bounded variation BV. This space is endowed with an isotropic norm · BV : we fix the dimension n = 2 and choose Ω = R 2 so that we can play on dilation.
Section 2 is a review of some basic properties of the ROF algorithm that are stated by Y. Meyer in [12] . Since there exists a unique decomposition f = u + v solving problem (2) , the solution u ∈ BV is noted Φ(f ). We then define the space of texture G and its norm · * . In some sens, this space is the dual of BV and · * is the dual norm. Y. Meyer also pointed out the role played by the dual norm. We explain why this norm is adapted to texture. More precisely, we show that the dual norm of an oscillating pattern vanishes when the frequency tends to infinity.
We then prove in Section 3 the stability theorem:
where C(λ) is of order λ 1/2 and the exponent 1/2 is optimal. We give an application of this theorem. Finally, we explain how this result can be extended when the space BV is replaced by other functional Banach spaces.
Background
From now on we fix the dimension to 2 and choose Ω = R 2 . We denote S as the Schwartz class in 2-dimension. Following D. Mumford and B. Gidas [9] , we consider an image as a distribution and define BV such that its norm has the same homogeneity as the L 2 norm; we will not assume the condition f ∈ L 1 that some authors impose. Then we can prove that f is, up to a constant, a function of L 2 . We then consider BV as a subset of L 2 . An equivalent definition of BV is given by the following observation [7] . If f belongs to BV, then there exists a constant C such that for every compactly supported continuous function g, the convolution product h = f g belongs to C 1 and satisfies ∇h ∞ C g ∞ . Conversely this property characterizes BV.
In the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model, a specific definition of the BV norm is crucially needed. Recall the ROF model amounts to minimizing a functional which contains a BV norm. We will impose that the BV norm is isotropic.
Let us begin by the simple case where ∇f belongs to L 1 . Then the BV norm of f will be defined as f BV = |∇f (x)| dx. We then define the following space:
This function space will be useful in what follows. If ∇f is a general Borel measure, we need to define carefully what is |∇f |. We write μ j = ∂ j f and we define the Borel measure σ by σ = |μ 1 | + |μ 2 |. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem we have μ j = θ j (x)σ , j = 1, 2, where θ j (x) are Borel functions with values in [−1, 1]. Definition 1.3. The Borel measure |∇f | is defined by
The BV norm of f is the total mass of the Borel measure |∇f |.
With an obvious abuse of notation, we write f BV = |∇f |.
When f is the indicator function χ E (x) of a domain E with smooth boundary ∂E, then f BV is the length of the boundary [7] . In order to treat the general case, De Giorgi [5] defined the reduced boundary ∂ * E of a measurable set E and proved that the BV norm of χ E is the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure of its reduced boundary.
For defining the reduced boundary, let us denote B(x, r) as the ball centered at x with radius r. We then follow De Giorgi [5] and Evans-Gariepy [7] : Definition 1.4. The reduced boundary ∂ * E of E is the set of points x belonging to the closed support of μ = ∇χ E such that the following limit exists
Then, the following theorem holds: 
With these new notations the co-area identity reads as follows in [7, 10, 53 
Let ∂ * Ω t be the reduced boundary of Ω t and l(t) be the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure H 1 (∂ * Ω t ). Then,
In other words, the sum of all the lengths of the level sets of f yields the BV norm of f . A first approximation to this theorem was given in the pioneering work by Fleming and Rishel [8] and Theorem 1.2 was completed by De Giorgi. Some advised references are [2, 7] .
Then the isoperimetric inequality [7] yields
To complete the inequality (9), we state the well-known Poincaré lemma:
where
The term Q |∇f | designs the total variation of |∇f | on the cube Q. It can be defined by duality by using test functions which support is in Q. The set Q can be replaced by any other Lipschitzian domain Ω. In that case, the constant C = C(Ω), of Lemma 1.1, is dilatation-invariant: C(λΩ) = C(Ω) for λ > 0.
Properties of the ROF algorithm
The ROF algorithm aims at decomposing an image f into a sum u + v between two components. The first component u is a sketch of the given image. It captures the main geometric features of the given image f . Thus the component u is modelled by a function of BV. The component v represents the noise and the texture contained in the image. The v component is more complex and is not described by a functional Banach space in the ROF model. In the ROF model, v belongs to L 2 since both f and u are square-integrable. The ROF algorithm depends on a tuning parameter λ > 0. Objects with size less than 1 2λ will be treated as some texture and wiped out from u (Theorem 2.2). We then arrive to the definition of the algorithm.
There exists a unique decomposition f = u + v minimizing the functional J since J is lower semi-continuous and strictly convex. We introduce the functional Φ as: Definition 2.2. We denote Φ as the functional such that, for any function f ∈ L 2 associates the object component Φ(f ) ∈ BV that minimizes the functional J . (λ is fixed.)
Since the BV norm is isotropic and has the same homogeneity as the L 2 norm, the properties of invariance by translation, rotation and dilatation hold. If f = u + v is the ROF decomposition, then
are the ROF decomposition for the functions f (x + a), tf (tx) and f (r • x), respectively for any rotation r, a ∈ R 2 and t > 0.
In [12] , Y. Meyer gives a characterization of the ROF decomposition. He introduces the space of texture G:
The space of texture G is defined as the dual of BV: G = BV * . It is endowed with the dual norm, · * .
Remember that BV is the set of all functions such that ∇f belong to L 1 . This space coincides with the closure of the Schwartz class in BV. Thus G is a functional Banach space, i.e., S ⊂ G ⊂ S . This norm is also isotropic since the BV norm is isotropic. The isoperimetric inequality and duality yield the following estimates:
The dual norm can be estimated by duality or by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. A distribution f belongs to G if and only if there exists
Proof. Assume f ∈ BV * . We consider the continuous embedding
By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, the linear form f , defined on BV, can be extended to a linear form, which
and hf dx = − ∇h · g dx, for all h ∈ BV.
In many cases, we cannot calculate the dual norm but only have an estimate. This comes from the fact that the previous proof is not constructive. When the function is radial, one can easily calculate the dual norm:
It remains to prove equality. To do this, we write
For further details about the dual norm, the reader is referred to [11, 12] . Following Y. Meyer [12] , we have
then the image f is seen as a texture and f = 0 + f is the ROF decomposition. The following assertions are equivalent: • Second, if the dual norm of the image is less than the threshold 
Theorem 2.2 raises the following problem: Does a texture have a small dual norm? Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 give an affirmative response in some particular cases. But before proving these corollaries, let us give another characterization of the ROF decomposition. In [3] 
Proof. The set K is a closed convex subset of L 2 since · *
We use Theorem 2.2 to prove Theorem 2.3. This projection is characterized by
To prove Theorem 2.3, it is enough to prove that v 0 satisfies the characterization (16) . To do this, we notice that
Thus, the characterization (16) is satisfied. The function v 0 is the orthogonal projection of f onto K. 2
Let us come back to the question: does a texture have a small dual norm? Here is a beginning of answer.
Theorem 2.4. Let f belong to BV and μ
Then there exists an absolute constant C such that
Proof. We have,
wheref k = Q+k f (x) dx. Using the absolute value and the Poincaré Lemma 1.1, we have
Thus,
Finally,
As a corollary of Theorem 2.4, we have
For instance, if μ is an α-periodic pattern in variable x 1 , such that α 0 μ(t, x 2 ) dt = 0, identically in x 2 , then μ * ∝ α. Thus the dual norm vanishes when the frequency 1 α tends to infinity. To study another example of texture where the pattern is still periodic but located in space, we introduce a useful tool, the Guy David measure.
Definition 2.5 (Guy David measure).
Let μ be a non-negative Borel measure. This measure is a Guy David measure if there exists a constant C such that for all disc D of radius R, we have
If μ is a signed Borel measure, we say that μ is a Guy David measure if |μ| satisfies (22) . The optimal constant C is called the Guy David norm μ GD .
For instance, let Γ be a rectifiable curve and let σ be the arc-length on Γ . 
The proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 can be found in [11, 12] . We now return to our texture model. We consider a function μ ∈ L ∞ such that Q+k μ(x) dx = 0, for all k ∈ Z 2 , where Q = [0, 1] 2 and let m be a pointwise multiplier of BV. Then we have the following corollaries. 
Proof. Notice that m satisfies relation (23) . Let f be a function of bounded variation. Then mf ∈ BV. We estimate the dual norm of μ(x)m(x) by duality: We consider the quantity I = f (x)m(x)μ(x). By using Theorem 2.4, we have Proof. The homogeneity property of the dual norm yields
Notice that ∇m GD = ∇(m (N −1 x) ) GD . We then apply Corollary 2.2 to conclude. 2
The application we have in mind is illustrated by Fig. 1 . One can see a periodic pattern of a roof. Those patterns can be modeled as follows. We consider an α-periodic function μ in the first variable: x 2 ). The period α should be interpreted as a small parameter. We assume Those two examples confirm that oscillating patterns have small dual norms. However a disc of small radius will also have a small dual norm and the ROF algorithm will consider it as a texture. A deeper study of the space G and its dual norm · * can be found in [11, 12] .
Stability of the ROF algorithm
In this section, we prove that the functional Φ is stable. By Theorem 2.3, the functional Φ is Lipschitzian with Hölder exponent 1 since the projection P K is Lipschitzian with Hölder exponent 1:
where f 0 and f 1 are two images. We consider the problem when f 1 differs from f 0 only from a textured pattern. We want to prove that the object components given by the ROF algorithm, Φ(f 0 ) and Φ(f 1 ), are close for the L 2 norm. The term f 1 − f 0 2 in (27) does not vanish, in general, when f 1 − f 0 is an oscillating patterns with high frequency. We wish to replace this term by f 1 − f 0 γ * with the largest γ > 0. To prove this, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let f ∈ L 2 and let J (u) be the ROF functional defined by
Then there exists a function γ (α, β, λ, f ) such that:
Remark 3.1. The following proof gives two possible choices for γ depending on f belonging to BV or not. The case f ∈ BV gives a more precise estimate γ (stronger hypothesis).
Proof. We decompose f as
Now,we distinguish the cases β 0 and β < 0.
• Assume β 0. We know that J (u 0 ) J (0).
The term u − u 0 2 2 is less than α − β u BV . We need to find an upper bound of u BV . To do this, notice that 4uv
In conclusion, the positive function γ we are looking for is
(31)
• Now, assume f belongs to BV.
Then
Finally, we find the positive function γ given by
Notice that relation (35) is stable when λ tends to +∞ whereas relation (31) blows up. This improvement allows us, when f ∈ BV, to study the ROF algorithm asymptotically: the image f is perturbed by an oscillating pattern which frequency tends to infinity as well as the parameter λ. This improvement is also helpful to compare the ROF algorithm to the wavelet shrinkage. All the details can be found in [11] .
The particular case β = 0 implies the following lemma:
for a given parameter λ and let f = u + v, u ∈ BV, be another decomposition such that: 
, is, in some sense, Lipschitzian with Hölder exponent 1/2.
The constant C(λ) will be explicit. Before proving the theorem, let us make few remarks. First, the exponent 1/2 in (36) is optimal, i.e. we cannot find γ >
To check this, we consider f 0 = χ D and f 1 = χ D where D and D are two discs centered at origin with radius respectively 1 and 1 + . We know that, for λ > 1, 
. This is obviously false; e.g., take f 1 = 0 and let tend to 0. We return to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It relies on the following estimate: , then u 1 = u 0 = 0. Now, assume (37) and let us prove (36) . We distinguish two cases. For 1 8λ , the denominator of (37) is greater than 1/2; we choose
It remains to prove (37) . Without loss of generality, we can assume f 0 * 1 2λ . We apply Lemma 3.1 to the function f 0 which can be written as f 0 = u 0 + v 0 and as
We need to estimate parameters β and α. We have
By distinguishing whether f 1 * is less or greater than (2λ) −1 , it is easy to check that | v 1 * − v 0 * | is less than h * . Thus |β| 2 h * . Moreover,
Lemma 3.1 implies
The factor 2 in the last relation comes from the fact we don't know the sign of β. After simplification, we have
Here is an application of the stability theorem. Let Ω be a rectifiable domain of R 2 and assume that its boundary ∂Ω is Ahlfors regular. Then χ Ω is a pointwise multiplier of BV. This hypothesis will be questioned. Consider a 1-periodic function p(x) in each variables, such that Q p(x) dx = 1, where
What does the ROF decomposition of f N , let say u N + v N , look like? Typically the function f N represents a texture (of 1-mean) delimited by a domain Ω. Thus the ROF algorithm would wipe out the textured pattern μ(Nx)χ Ω (x) from the object component. To verify this, we apply the last theorem to the functions f N and f 0 = χ Ω . We have
. We then apply Theorem 3.1 to conclude that 
Theorem 3.2. Under last hypotheses,
u N − u 0 2 = O 1 √ N .(41)
Abstract version
In this section we first prove Theorem 2.3 in a more general context. Let H be a real Hilbert space. The norm in H is denoted by · and the corresponding inner product is x · y. Let F be a non-empty closed convex subset of H . Let us define p : H → R ∪ {+∞} by
This functional p is convex, lower semi-continuous and satisfies p(λx) = λp(x) for λ > 0, x ∈ H . Let f ∈ H be given. Among all decompositions f = x + y of f we want to find such decomposition which the energy p(x) + λ y 2 is minimal. We denote f =x +ȳ as the optimal decomposition. Without loss of generality, we can assume λ = 
The ROF algorithm is a particular case of the abstract version. More precisely, let H = L 2 (R 2 ) and let F be the unit ball of the space (G, · * ) intersected by L 2 .
Theorem 4.2. For any f belonging to BV, we have
To prove this we first prove the following lemma:
Proof. Inequality (45) is true when f ∈ BV since g ∈ L 2 ⊂ G. To prove the general case, we use an approximation of identity ϕ n (x) = n 2 ϕ(nx), where ϕ > 0 is regular. Let f n = f ϕ n . One can easily verify that f n ∈ BV, f n BV → n f BV since ϕ > 0 and ϕ(x) dx = 1 and
Let n tend to infinity to conclude. 2
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We keep the notation of the preceding lemma. There exists a sequence g n ∈ G such that f n g n dx = f n BV and g n * = 1. We write g n = div G n where G n ∞ = 1. Then it comes f n g n dx = − ∇f n G n dx. But ∇f n ∈ L 1 . Thus there exists a real R, large enough, such that, if G n,R = G n χ |x| R ,
We then write ∇f n G n,R dx = − f div(ϕ n G n,R ) dx where we assume
tends to 0 when n tends to infinity. Finally,
Thus, the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi algorithm is a particular case of Theorem 4.1. Here comes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It consists in applying the famous von Neumann minimax theorem [1, 6] to the functional
The minimax theorem says the following. Let E be a compact and convex set. Let F be a convex set which does not need to be given a topological structure. We consider a functional V : E × F → R. We define P : E → R ∪ {+∞} and Q : F → {−∞} ∪ R by
and similarly
We obviously have Q(y) V (x, y) P (x) which implies sup{Q(y); y ∈ F } = β α = inf{P (x); x ∈ E}. The minimax theorem yields α = β under the following assumptions 
Moreover, if (a) and (b) hold and (c) F is compact, then there exists a saddle point (x,ȳ) ∈ E × F , i.e., for all x ∈ E and y ∈ F ,
We will need the following corollary:
ȳ) is still a saddle point, wherex is defined by (50).
Proof. There exists
Since (a) and (b) hold, the minimax Theorem says that α = β. Then the above inequalities are equalities. Therefore, V (x ,ȳ) = V (x,ȳ) and by strict convexity, x =x. We then have V (x,ȳ) = α = sup y∈F V (x, y) V (x, y) and
Let us return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let y 0 ∈ F and R > f − y 0 . Let E = {x ∈ H | x R} be endowed with the weak * topology. Thus E is compact. We define V on E × F by
We have
The function P is lower semi-continuous and E is compact. Then there existsx ∈ E such that α = inf x∈E P (x) = P (x). Let us prove the following:
• Q reaches its supremum β = Q(ȳ) and f =x +ȳ.
• (x,ȳ) is a saddle point.
• Neitherx norȳ depend on R if R is large enough.
Also Q(y) = inf x R V (x, y). We now consider two cases: y ∈ F 0 or y ∈ F 1 where F 0 = {y ∈ F / y − f R} and
In the first case, the infimum is reached for x = f − y. In the second case, the infimum is reached for x = R f −1f . If y ∈ F 0 and y ∈ F 1 then Q(y ) < Q(y). Thus sup y∈F Q(y) = sup y∈F 0 Q(y) = To prove a stability theorem for the abstract version of the ROF algorithm, we assume the Hilbert space H is also equipped with a norm · * which is finite on V , a dense subspace of H . We define x * = +∞ if x / ∈ V . We assume x * to be lower semi-continuous on H :
Let F be the unit ball for the norm · * : F = {x ∈ H/ x * 1}. Then F is a closed convex set. Let P F be the orthogonal projection onto F , defined on H . If x ∈ H , we denote z = P F (x) as the element of F which minimizes the distance from x to F . We decompose x as x = y + z, y = R F (x) = x − P F (x). The main theorem of this section is the following:
Before proving this estimate, let us make a few remarks. If we replace F by (2λ) −1 F , then the constant 11 in relation (57) should be replaced by 11 √ λ. The relevance of (57) comes from the fact that in many applications the norm which controls x − x is much weaker than the norm which is used in the left-hand side of (57). It is indeed the case for the ROF algorithm. Theorem 4.4 is not interesting when x − x * 1. Indeed the mapping P F is a contraction and R F is Lipschitz. We have R F (x ) − R F (x) 2 x − x which improves on (57). The optimality of the square root was proved for the ROF algorithm. Also, the conclusion in Theorem 4.4 does not apply to P F . Otherwise we would have x − x C x − x 1/2 * whenever x 1 and x 1, which is not true. A trivial counter-example was given by the ROF algorithm. The proof of Theorem 4.4 begins with a standard lemma: 
Proof. We have
From now on F is defined by F = {x ∈ H/ x * 1} and the notations of Lemma 4.3 are kept. We then have 
Proof. The proof begins with the following fact
where d = y , d = y and = x − x * . To prove (62), we write x = x + x − x = y + z + x − x = y + z where z = (1 + ) −1 (z + x − x ) and y = y + 1+ (z + x − x ). Then z * 1. It follows that y y since x = y + z is optimal. We have y y + 1+ z + x − x . But z + x − x = x − y and y x . Then z + x − x x + x . Combining those two estimates yields
But x and x play a symmetric role. It comes
which yields estimate (62). We now return to x = y +z and write x = y +w where w = z +x −x . Then w * 1+ and y d + ( x + x ) by (62). Lemma 4.4 with η = and γ = x + x yields y − y 7 √ 2 γ . Estimate (61) is now proved. 2 Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 allow us to replace BV by any other functional Banach space E, i.e., a Banach space E, equipped with a norm · E , such that
We introduce the closure of test functions in E, let say E 0 , and define the "space of texture" E * as being the dual of E 0 and not E, so that E * is a functional Banach space. This space is equipped with the dual norm · * . We set F = {f ∈ L 2 ; v * 1}. Then one has to verify if for any f ∈ E ∩ L 2 , we have
Then, the abstract version of the ROF algorithm is equivalent to minimizing the functional J (u) = u E + λ f − u 2 2 on L 2 ∩ E. For instance, the choice E = BV leads to the ROF algorithm and the choice E =Ḃ 1,1 1 (R 2 ) leads to the well-known soft wavelet shrinkage. In this case, E * =Ḃ −1,∞ ∞ (R 2 ). The dual norm is the supremum of the absolute value of the wavelet coefficients when a wavelet basis is used to characterize E and E * .
Conclusion
Theorem 4.1 says that the ROF algorithm and its variant do not perform what could have been dreamed of, since the cartoon component is not preserved. Let f be an image with optimal decomposition f = u + v. Then Φ(u) is not u (if u is not 0). This being said, Theorem 4.4 says that these algorithms act in a consistent way: when they are applied to f they yield f = u + v and when they are applied to f 1 = f + h they yield f 1 = u 1 + v 1 where
